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—The Family House of Study—
Examining the Parashat HaShavuah by
Thematic Analysis
Welcome to Mishpachah Beit Midrash, the Family House of Study. Each Shabbat1 we gather in
our home and study the Scriptures, specifically the Torah.2 It’s a fun time of receiving revelation
from the Ruach HaKodesh3. Everyone joins in—adults and children—as we follow the Parashat
HaShavuah4 schedule. We devote ourselves to studying the Torah because the Torah is the
foundation for all of Scripture. Therefore, a thorough understanding of the Torah will help us
more fully understand the rest of the Tanakh5 and the Brit Chadasha.6 Furthermore, as Yeshua
stated Himself, the Torah teaches about Him. So we study the Torah in order to be drawn closer
to Yeshua, the goal of the Torah.
As believers in the Messiah we have discovered the richness of the wisdom of the sages of Israel.
These men, who devoted themselves to the study of the Torah, have left us a rich heritage. Part
of that heritage is a unique method of learning and interpreting the Scriptures. It’s called
thematic analysis. In thematic analysis we search for the underlying theme/topic of each passage
of Scripture. By studying Scriptures related by a common theme, line upon line and precept
upon precept, the Scriptures open up to us in a unique manner that is clearly inspired by the
Ruach HaKodesh. Passages that seemed obscure begin to make sense, and numerous levels of
wisdom and understanding unfold before us.
Thematic analysis of Scripture is based on the following premises. 1) Moses wrote the Torah as
five separate books as the Ruach HaKodesh inspired him. 2) Since Adonai had him separate
those words into five separate books, we surmise that each book has a unique message or theme.
3) Within each book, the words are written with two paragraph-like divisions7 interrupting the
flow of the words. 4) Since Adonai commanded Moshe to separate the individual books into
smaller paragraph-like sections or Parshiot, we surmise that each Parsha was written as a
separate unit because each of those Parshiot is trying to convey a unique thought, theme, concept
or understanding. Therefore, since Adonai inspired these divisions, we think they are VERY
important. We use these God-breathed divisions as the basis of our thematic analysis of
Scripture. Once you begin to interpret the Scriptures thematically, you will immediately SEE
that Adonai wrote His words in a manner consistent with the intent that they be interpreted
thematically.
Here is an example of what the Parsha divisions look like …
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s—Parsha Stumah (plural, stumot)—A paragraph-like break inspired by the Ruach HaKodesh,
still preserved on kosher Torah Scrolls, where there are at least nine blank spaces between a
word and the next word, all on the same line of text.

p—Parsha P'tuchah (plural, p'tuchot)—A paragraph-like break inspired by the Ruach HaKodesh,
still preserved on kosher Torah Scrolls, where there are blank spaces extending to the end of a
line of text and the subsequent text does not begin until the next line. (Hebrew is read from right
to left)
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—Parashat

HaShavuah—
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Devarim 21:10-14 s
Devarim 21:15-17 s
Devarim 21:18-21 s
Devarim 21:22-23 s
Devarim 22:1-3 s
Devarim 22:4 s
Devarim 22:5 p
Devarim 22:6-7 s
Devarim 22:8-9 s
Devarim 22:10-11 s
Devarim 22:12 s
Devarim 22:13-19 s
Devarim 22:20-21 s
Devarim 22:22 s
Devarim 22:23-24 s
Devarim 22:25-27 s
Devarim 22:28-29 s
Devarim 23:1 s
Devarim 23:2 s
Devarim 23:3 s
Devarim 23:4-7 s
Devarim 23:8-9 s
Devarim 23:10-15 s
Devarim 23:16-17 s
Devarim 23:18-19 s
Devarim 23:20-21 s
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Devarim 23:22-24 s
Devarim 23:25 s
Devarim 23:26 s
Devarim 24:1-4 s
Devarim 24:5-6 s
Devarim 24:7 s
Devarim 24:8-9 s
Devarim 24:10-13 s
Devarim 24:14-15 s
Devarim 24:16 s
Devarim 24:17-18 s
Devarim 24:19 s
Devarim 24:20-22 s
Devarim 25:1-4 s
Devarim 25:5-10 s
Devarim 25:11-12 s
Devarim 25:13-16 p
Devarim 25:17-19 p

Understanding the Book of Devarim
Objective—Understand the literary structure of the book of Devarim.
I.

Earlier, we discovered that the book of Devarim was a collection of four speeches Moses
gave to Am Yisrael (the people of Israel) during the last five weeks of his life. The basic
outline of the book is as follows:
Scripture Reference
Devarim 1-4
Devarim 5-26
Devarim 27-28
Devarim 29-30

II.

III.

Topic
Introductory Speech
Main Speech
Tochachah (Admonition)
Teshuvah (Repentance)

We are currently studying Moses’ main speech, Devarim 5-26. We also learned that this
main speech is divided into two main subjects. The first subject is entitled, The
Commandment (singular), which begins in Devarim 6:1 and lasts until Devarim 11:25. The
second subject is entitled, The Statutes (chukim) and Judgments (mishpatim), and lasts
from Devarim 11:26-26:19. This week, let’s continue to gain a better understanding of the
book of Devarim by studying its thematic structure. This is another one of those studies
where you will be amazed at how thematic analysis will bring clarity and understanding to
the text.
We have just finished two sidras (Torah portions) that contained many statutes (chukim) and
judgments (mishpatim) concerning the establishment of Am Yisrael as a nation. In general,
Parashat Re’eh contained statutes (chukim) and judgments (mishpatim) pertaining to the
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establishment of a national center for worship. Do you remember the key phrase that was
repeated numerous times in Parashat Re’eh?8 Browse over Parashat Shoftim (Devarim
16:18-21:9). How does Parashat Shoftim continue the theme of statutes (chukim) and
judgments (mishpatim) that pertain to Am Yisrael at the national level?9 Now browse
through Parashat Ki Teitzei, looking at a few commands here and there. Do you see a
difference? What is the main thematic difference between the statutes (chukim) and
judgments (mishpatim) presented in Parashat Ki Teitzei compared to Parashats Re’eh and
Shoftim?10 Amazing isn’t it! The entire focus has now switched from national issues to
issues pertaining to the individual Israelite! This is a major thematic shift.
A. Parashat ‘Eikev and Va’etchannan primarily pertained to the first subject of the main
speech—The Commandment. Remember, The Commandment was none other than the
greatest commandment to love the Holy One with all of one’s heart and soul. We saw
that the entire The Commandment section (Devarim 6:1-11:25) emphasized our heart
attitude towards Adonai. His concern was that Am Yisrael love Him and trust Him fully.
The key word, love, appears numerous times.
B. As I've stated, Devarim 12-26 comprises the Statutes (chukim) and Judgments
(mishpatim) section of the main speech. We've already seen that this section pertains to
how Am Yisrael will function as a nation. Parashat Re’eh and Shoftim pertain to how Am
Yisrael should relate to each other at the national level. Now Parashat Ki Teitzei
discusses how Am Yisrael must relate to each other at the individual level.
C. Let's examine points A and B above. Thematically, do you see how point A seems to
pertain to the vertical man-God relationship. Furthermore, do you see how point B seems
to emphasize the horizontal man-man relationship? Can you think of another set of laws
that divide into these two major areas of emphasis?11 Wow! We may be on to something
here. Could there be a thematic relationship between the Ten Commandments and the
presentation of Moses' main speech? Let's review the Ten Commandments thematically.
•

•

•

•

Commandment #1— I am the LORD your God, who brought you out of the land of
Egypt, out of the house of bondage. What general theme would you say this
commandment teaches?12
Commandment #2—You shall have no other gods before Me. You shall not make for
yourself a carved image--any likeness of anything that is in heaven above, or that is in
the earth beneath, or that is in the water under the earth; 5you shall not bow down to
them nor serve them. For I, the LORD your God, am a jealous God, visiting the
iniquity of the fathers upon the children to the third and fourth generations of those
who hate Me, 6but showing mercy to thousands, to those who love Me and keep My
commandments. What general theme would you say this commandment teaches?13
Commandment #3—You shall not take the name of the LORD your God in vain, for
the LORD will not hold him guiltless who takes His name in vain. What general
theme would you say this commandment teaches?14
Commandment #4—Remember the Sabbath day, to keep it holy. 9Six days you shall
labor and do all your work, 10but the seventh day is the Sabbath of the LORD your
God. In it you shall do no work: you, nor your son, nor your daughter, nor your male
servant, nor your female servant, nor your cattle, nor your stranger who is within your
gates. 11For in six days the LORD made the heavens and the earth, the sea, and all that
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•

•
•
•
•
•

is in them, and rested the seventh day. Therefore the LORD blessed the Sabbath day
and hallowed it. What general theme would you say this commandment teaches?15
Commandment #5—Honor your father and your mother, that your days may be long
upon the land which the LORD your God is giving you. What general theme would
you say this commandment teaches?16
Commandment #6—You shall not murder. What general theme would you say this
commandment teaches?17
Commandment #7—You shall not commit adultery. What general theme would you
say this commandment teaches?18
Commandment #8—You shall not steal. What general theme would you say this
commandment teaches?19
Commandment #9—You shall not bear false witness against your neighbor. What
general theme would you say this commandment teaches?20
Commandment #10—You shall not covet your neighbor's house; you shall not covet
your neighbor's wife, nor his male servant, nor his female servant, nor his ox, nor his
donkey, nor anything that is your neighbor's. What general theme would you say this
commandment teaches?21

Before continuing, have you ever wondered why the Torah sometimes speaks of the Ten
Commandments as if they were the entire covenant? Moses made the following
statement to the children of Israel as he recounted to them the events that occurred at
Mount Sinai:
13

So He declared to you His covenant, which He commanded you to perform, the
Ten Commandments; and He wrote them on two tablets of stone (Devarim 4:13).
IV.

Why and how could Moses call the Ten Commandments Adonai's covenant? We know he
gave Israel many other commandments. Therefore, why did He single out these ten and
essentially say that they were equivalent to the entire covenant? Now that we know the
themes associated with each of the Ten Commandments, let's take a closer look at Moses'
main speech in order to answer these questions.
A. Read Devarim 6:4-5, 12-14; 7:6-16; 8:1-6; 10:12-13; 11:13-14, 22-25. These passages
were taken from the The Commandment section of Moses' main speech. Note how these
passages require Am Yisrael to trust in Him. The Holy One makes numerous staggering
promises to Am Yisrael. What should their response be?22 Furthermore, He continually
calls upon Am Yisrael to love and cleave to Him. How is this passage thematically
related to any of the Ten Commandments?23
B. Read Devarim 6:13-15; 7:1-5, 25-26; 10:16-17; especially 12:1-4. How are these
passages thematically related to any of the Ten Commandments?24 As you can see, the
themes of the first two commandments (mitzvot) are the same themes present at the very
beginning of Moses' main speech (primarily in the The Commandment section). Let's
continue.
C. Read Devarim 12-14. What phrase is used over and over and over in this portion of
Scripture?25 The main emphasis seems to be on the national center where the Holy One
will cause His Name to dwell. Now how is this emphasis on The Name thematically
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related to any of the Ten Commandments (mitzvot)?26 Hmmm. As you can see, this is
getting pretty interesting, isn't it? ☺
D. Read Devarim 15-16. What one word is explicitly and implicitly repeated numerous
times in this section of Scripture?27 Note how the number seven dominates this section.
•
•
•
•
•

E.

F.

G.

H.
I.
J.
K.

Devarim 15:1—Instructions concerning the seven-year remission of debt (Shemittah
cycle).
Devarim 15:12-18—Israelite bondsmen go free every seven years.
Devarim 16:4-8—Seven days of the Feast of Unleavened Bread.
Devarim 16:9-12—Seven week countdown to Shavuot.
Devarim 16:13-15—Seven-day celebration of Sukkoth in the seventh month.

Now how is this emphasis on the number seven thematically related to any of the Ten
Commandments (mitzvot)?28
Read Devarim 16:18-18:22. Although this portion of Scripture discusses four different
leadership institutions—prophet, priest, judge and king—how are they all thematically
related?29 How is the theme of leadership and authority thematically related to any of the
Ten Commandments (mitzvot)?30
Read Devarim 19-21. This section of Scripture talks about many subjects including,
Cities of Refuge, unsolved murder, killing of a rebellious son, proper hanging of
criminals and fences on roofs. What one theme connects all of them?31 How is this
emphasis on dead bodies thematically related to any of the Ten Commandments
(mitzvot)?32
Read Devarim 22:10-23:19. How would you characterize the general theme of the topics
in this section of Scripture?33 How are the themes of marital and sexual relationships
thematically related to any of the Ten Commandments (mitzvot)?34 How is the
instruction concerning the wearing of tzitzit thematically related to the seventh
commandment?35
Read Devarim 23:20-26. What is the general theme of these passages?36 How is this
theme thematically related to the eighth commandment?37
Read Devarim 19:15-21. Which commandment is thematically linked to this passage?38
Read Devarim 24. Lastly, can you see how many of the commandments (mitzvot) in this
section of Scripture are thematically related to the tenth commandment?39
Let’s chart the information we’ve just uncovered.

Scripture Reference
Devarim 6-12
Devarim 12-14
Devarim 15-16
Devarim 16:18-18:22
Devarim 19-21
Devarim 22:10-23:19
Devarim 23:20-26
Devarim 19:15-21
Devarim 24

Theme
Faith in Adonai Rejection of Idolatry
Honoring the Name
Sanctification of Time
Respecting Authority
Sanctification of Life
Sanctification of Intimacy
Sanctification of Property
Sanctification of Truth
Covetousness
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Relevant Commandment
1 and 2nd Commandment
3rd Commandment
4th Commandment
5th Commandment
6th Commandment
7th Commandment
8th Commandment
9th Commandment
10th Commandment
st

These thematic connections emphasize that all of the laws given in Moses' main speech
have their foundation in the Ten Commandments given at Sinai. Once again, we see
that there are beautiful patterns to Adonai's Word, given to help us receive His intended
interpretation. After viewing these inspired connections, do you think there's any way to
separate the Ten Commandments from the other commandments of the Torah?
The Ten Commandments formed the template for Moses’ main speech! Furthermore,
I’m sure you see how important is thematic analysis! It is the tool that unlocks the
Scripture, revealing its treasures. May the Holy One help us all to understand and apply
it. As I’ve stated before, many people think the Torah is a hodge-podge of unrelated
laws. Now we can see that it is a highly organized document with a definite flow, style
and rhythm.

Understanding the Parsha
Devarim 25:17-19
In this section we will analyze one parsha to discover its primary theme and how that theme relates to the
rest of the Torah.

Objective—Understand the importance of outlining a story of the Torah. Discover hidden
patterns within a story. Find other Scriptures thematically connected with the story under
examination. Understand how the thematic connections help you to interpret the significance of
the story under examination.

Understanding the Teachings From the Story of the Battle With Amalek
I.

Read the last Parsha of this week’s sidra, Devarim 25:17-19. Do you remember our
discussions on chiastic structures? Do you see one here? Remember, a chiastic structure is
essentially a thematic method of organizing the narratives of the Torah. A chiastic structure
is a pattern organized as follows: Generally, a story is divided into two halves. The themes
of the first half of the literary unit are repeated in the second half of the unit in reverse order.
Furthermore, both halves of the story point to the central axis, the most important element in
the narrative. Let’s apply this to our Parshiot, by carefully dividing them thematically. Then
we’ll examine it to see the beautiful pattern.
A. First, let’s look at the general flow through the Parsha.
•
•
•

Devarim 25:17—Exhortation to remember what Amalek did.
Devarim 25:18—Amalek’s attack.
Devarim 25:19—Adonai’s instructions for Am Yisrael’s response (to avenge
themselves).
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At this point, this Parsha may not appear to be a chiastic structure. Looking at Devarim
25:17 and 19, what major clue is present which suggests that this passage may be a chiastic
structure?40
B. If we diligently search through these three verses, we’ll find the following chiastic
structure:
A) Devarim 25:17—The command (mitzvah) to remember what Amalek did to Israel.
B) Devarim 25:17-18—The emphasis on WHERE and HOW the event occurred
(on the way).
C) Devarim 25:18—Am Yisrael’s physical condition during the attack.
D) Devarim 25:18—Amalek did not fear Adonai.
C1) Devarim 25:19—Am Yisrael’s physical condition when they avenge
Amalek.
B1) Devarim 25:19—WHERE Am Yisrael will be located and HOW they will
avenge Amalek.
A1) Devarim 25:19—The command (mitzvah) for Am Yisrael not to forget Amalek’s
actions.

II.

C. As you can see, this story definitely divides into a chiastic structure, even though it’s only
three verses long! The second half of the Parsha contains the exact same themes as the
first half in inverse order. I like to show you chiastic structures because they emphasize
the importance of learning how to think THEMATICALLY. If you don’t analyze the
Scriptures thematically, you’ll miss a great portion of its wisdom.
D. In the first half of the chiastic structure, the themes are presented according to Amalek’s
actions. In the second half of the structure, the themes are presented in terms of Am
Yisrael’s future response to Amalek’s attack.
E. Remember, both halves of the story always point to the central axis. In this case, the
central axis is the fact that Amalek did not fear Adonai. Could this be the reason why
Adonai commanded Am Yisrael to avenge them? To answer this question, we need to
look at other Scriptures thematically related to this one. Therefore, let’s study the
original passage involving Amalek’s attack to gain more insight into why Adonai has
such contempt for them.
Read Exodus 17:8 - 17:13—In order to determine the overall theme of a passage, it's good to
outline it and study the topics of the outline first. After reading the passage, establish a
general outline of the flow of topics in this story.
•
•
•

17:8-10—Amalek attacks Israel and the preparations for war
17:11-13—The battle
17:14-16— The outcome of the battle
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Believe it or not, we have another chiastic structure here.
A1) 8-10—Initial attack and preparations

B1) 11—The battle teeters back and forth
C) 12—The strengthening of Moses' hands
B2) 13—Joshua prevails over Amalek
A2) 14-16—Broadening of the conflict forever
Now, let's thematically analyze this structure from different perspectives.

III.

A. Comparing and Contrasting the Opposing Halves of the Story
1. When we compare the A sections, we see that in the first half of the story, it is
Amalek who initiates the battle with Israel. In the second half of the story, it is
Adonai who will initiate battles with Amalek for all time. Note how this parallels
the chiastic structure in Devarim 25:17-19, where the first half of the story reflects
Amalek’s actions, whereas the second half reflects Am Yisrael’s.
2. When we compare the B sections, we see that in the first half of the story, Israel is
weakened in battle (note last phrase in verse 11). In the second half of the story,
Amalek is weakened in battle.
3. Note the one to one correspondence of the two halves. The second half “opposes”
the first half.
4. The central axis appears to be the most significant event, since it changes the
direction of flow from one half of the story to the next.
B. Comparing and Contrasting Events on the Mountain and on the Battlefield
1. This story is also divided in space as follows: Activity is occurring in two
places—on the mountain and on the battlefield. When we compare and contrast
events occurring on the mountain with those on the battlefield, we will
immediately see that the word Amalek is used seven times in the battlefield
passages. The word hand appears seven times in the mountain passages.
Through this parallel, the Torah wants us to focus on the fact that what happened
on the battlefield was directly influenced by what happened on the mountain.
C. These contrasts are not by chance. Thematic analysis allows you to uncover many
parallels, similarities and contrasts, which help reinforce the main message of the
story. We have discovered two things through thematic analysis of the structure of
this story:
• Because the two halves of the story "oppose" one another, they point us to the
importance of the central axis (verse 12).
• Analysis of events occurring on the battlefield and on the mountain teaches us
that Israel's battle against Amalek (in the natural) is directly connected to what
occurred on the mountaintop.
The Significance of the Words Used in This Parsha—It is not by chance that the words
Amalek and hand both appear seven times. Whenever the Torah uses certain words an equal
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number of times, it is usually trying to convey a message. The message will be understood
by the usage of the words that appear the same number of times. Therefore, it's important to
understand their usage in this story.
A. Why is it significance that the name Amalek is used seven times in the story?
Furthermore, what did Amalek do to deserve the generational judgment Adonai
pronounced? To answer these questions, we need to understand the principle of here
a little, there a little from Isaiah 28:9-13. Remember, the Torah records information
here a little, there a little. If we search the Scriptures for other passages that mention
Amalek, we should be able to uncover significant thematic parallels.
1. Can you think of any Scriptures that shed more light on the battle with Amalek?41
We see that Amalek used unethical standards in warfare because they attacked
the weak stragglers, probably older people, women and children. Are there any
other Scriptures thematically related to Amalek (in battle)?42 Here, once again,
we read of Amalek engaging in unethical forms of warfare, taking women and
children. This is a perfect example of how a theme will carry throughout the
Scriptures.
2. It is not by chance that these two accounts, although separated in time by
hundreds of years, both contain the same theme (unethical practices in warfare)
concerning Amalek.
3. Note, in the Exodus account, Amalek attacked Israel for no cause.
4. Considering 1) that Israel had just left Egypt (on their way to Canaan), 2) the
purpose for establishing the nation of Israel in Canaan (to be a light to all the
nations pointing them to the One true God), and 3) that the Amalekites dwelled on
the southern portion of Canaan (Numbers 13:28-29), what is the significance of
the attack by Amalek?43
In summary, we can now see a clearer picture of why Amalek’s attack was so
heinous. Just think for a moment. The Elohim of Israel had just literally destroyed
the greatest, most powerful nation on earth, Egypt. How brazen of Amalek to attack
Am Yisrael!!! Now do you see the real importance of the central axis in Devarim
25:17-19—that Amalek didn’t fear Adonai! Wow! They had a lot of nerve to attack
the nation who just utterly destroyed the greatest nation on the earth. They did not
fear the Holy One at all. They had utter contempt for Him despite His awesome
deeds that had never been performed in the sight of the nations on such a grand scale.
Furthermore, they were characterized by their despicable battlefield behavior—
unethical wartime practices. These may be the reasons why Adonai commands that
Amalek be utterly destroyed.
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Making the Connection Between the Parashat HaShavuah
and the Haftarah
Objective—Learn how to relate Scriptures thematically, thereby learning how to think
Hebraically. Become rooted in the importance of thematic analysis by seeing it in action as you
relate the Torah portion to the Haftarah portion.
The Haftarah reading is found in Isaiah 54:1-10. I will list some verses from the Haftarah
reading. Your job will be to relate them thematically to the Parashat HaShavuah reading.
I.
II.

Read Isaiah 54:1-10. Why was Jerusalem found in a state of melancholy, shame, fear and
humiliation?44 What is the thematic connection to this week’s Torah portion?45
Which time period in history best describes Jerusalem as a widow?46 Which words does
Isaiah use to describe the character qualities of the Holy One as He reaches out to restore
Jerusalem?47 Can you think of any passages in this week’s sidra that teach the theme of
mercy and kindness?48 These are just a few of the places where kindness is taught. In fact,
the theme of kindness reappears every few verses throughout this sidra.

Messiah in the Parsha
Objective—Learn how the Torah teaches about the life and ministry of Yeshua HaMashiach.
Yeshua said that Moses wrote about Him49. Since the Torah never even mentions the word
Messiah, this section will help you see the Messiah in the Torah. This is primarily done using
thematic analysis and midrash.

Messiah’s Death on the Tree
I.

II.

It’s amazing how often seemingly obscure passages are related to Messiah Yeshua. Read
Devarim 21:22-23. Although Messiah was not a criminal, how is this passage thematically
related to Him?50 Can you think of another passage from the B’rit Chadasha (New Covenant
Scriptures) thematically related to Messiah Yeshua’s death on a tree and its importance to our
salvation?51 It turns out that the curse of being hanged on a tree is significant to our
salvation. Yeshua freed us from the curse by becoming a curse for us (by being hanged on a
tree, Devarim 21:22-23).
Now read Galatians 3:13 in context—Galatians (3:10-14). Many people have misinterpreted
these verses. I’m even convinced some translators don’t understand them. Note the title
used by the New King James translators for this section of Scripture:
The Law Brings a Curse
10

For as many as are of the works of the law are under the curse; for it is written, "Cursed
is everyone who does not continue in all things which are written in the book of the law,
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to do them." 11But that no one is justified by the law in the sight of God is evident, for
"the just shall live by faith." 12Yet the law is not of faith, but "the man who does them
shall live by them." 13Christ has redeemed us from the curse of the law, having become a
curse for us (for it is written, "Cursed is everyone who hangs on a tree"), 14that the
blessing of Abraham might come upon the Gentiles in Christ Jesus, that we might receive
the promise of the Spirit through faith.
Now I don’t know about you, but the phrase, “The Law Brings a Curse” sounds to me as if
the Torah (Law) is not good, but rather evil in some manner. After all, why would a person
embrace something that brings a curse? For the past two weeks I didn’t present any teaching
on the fundamental purpose/function of the Torah, since the last two sidras didn’t emphasize
that point. However, we must not lose sight of the fundamental purpose/function of the
Torah. Here’s a quick mini review of what the entirety of the Scriptures have to say about
the fundamental purpose/function of the Torah.
Here is a short listing of the function/purpose of the Torah as presented in the B’rit Chadasha
(New Covenant Scriptures).
•

•
•
•
•
•

Matthew 5:17-2--Yeshua states that the Torah functions as the guideline for the lifestyle
of His disciples, to which obedience and/or disobedience will determine their future
status in the Kingdom. Torah demonstrates lifestyle.
Romans 10:4--Paul states that the Torah's ultimate goal/purpose was to lead Israel to
Yeshua the Messiah. Torah leads us to Messiah.
Romans 7:7--Paul states that the Torah defines sin. Torah teaches what is clean and
unclean, right and wrong, good and evil, what causes death and brings life.
Galatians 3:23--Paul states that the Torah was given to preserve the nation until the
Messiah came. Torah preserves individuals’ lives until they come to know Messiah.
Luke 24:44 and John 5:39, 46--Yeshua explicitly states the Torah taught about Him.
Torah teaches us about the Messiah and His role in redemption.
Romans 5:20--Paul states that the Torah was given to cause offenses (sin) to increase.
Torah has a specific effect on sin in people.

As we can plainly see, the Torah has many functions/purposes and roles. Sometimes it takes
on a teaching role so that we can learn about Messiah. Sometimes it takes on the function of
describing/demonstrating the lifestyle of Yeshua's disciples. Is any one of these functions
greater than the other? Is there more? I think so. I don’t have any problem with any of these
definitions of the Torah. After all, these are definitions from the B’rit Chadasha. However, I
think the best way to understand the function/purpose of the Torah is to go to the Torah itself
and see what it says. Although the writers of the B’rit Chadasha brought out numerous
purposes/functions of the Torah, we must remember that they wrote to people who already
knew its most fundamental purpose/function. Let’s see what this is.
A. Please read Leviticus 18:5— “5You shall therefore keep My statutes and My judgments,
which if a man does, he shall live by them: I am the LORD.” This verse is the first
instance where the Holy One gives us the purpose for keeping His Torah (statutes and
judgments). Remember, the word Torah simply means the Holy One’s instructions (not
laws). What does Moses mean by saying “if a man does [them] he shall live by them?”
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This verse used to confuse me. It almost sounds like he’s saying, “If you listen to me,
you will hear me.”
B. At the Pashat, or literal level of interpretation, he means this.

If you obey my Torah, you will have physical LIFE!
That’s it. Sounds too simple? The first three sidras of the book of Devarim showed us
over and over how Moses gave this simple definition for the (Pashat level)
function/purpose of the Torah. Those who keep the Torah will have and remain alive, in
the Land. Those who disobey the Torah will not live. In a nutshell, The fundamental
function/purpose of the Torah (at the Pashat level) is to secure/ensure/give physical
LIFE to those who keep it! See also Devarim 4:1, 4 and 10, Devarim 5:33, Devarim
6:24, Devarim 8:1 and 3, Devarim 30:19, Leviticus 26:3-13, Ezekiel 20:10-11, and 13,
and more!
Now that we understand the meaning of Leviticus 18:5, can you tell me how that verse is
related to the passage in Galatians 3:10-14?52 Great, now we know what the phrase, “the
man who does them shall live by them," means. It simply means that the person who
obeys the Torah will have LIFE! Now compare what I’ve just said to the caption the
NKJV translators placed over Galatians 3:10-14. On the one hand, Paul states that
obedience to Torah brings LIFE. On the other hand, the NKJV’s caption leads one to
believe that the Torah itself is a curse! Obviously, the Torah isn’t a curse. However, the
Torah also teaches us another lesson. Those who disobey it will receive DEATH, the
ultimate curse! You see, the Torah isn’t a curse. Disobedience to the Torah’s
commandments (mitzvot) brings a curse. The NKJV captions should read,
“Disobedience to the Torah Brings a Curse.”
C. So where did the NKJV translators get the idea that the Torah is a curse? I think it has to
do with Paul’s statement in Galatians 3:10, “For as many as are of the works of the law
are under the curse; for it is written, ‘Cursed is everyone who does not continue in all
things which are written in the book of the law, to do them.’" Paul is not stating that
works of the Torah (its commands) are all cursed. He’s simply trying to answer the
arguments of anyone who wants to base their salvation on works, specifically works of
the Torah. His argument is this. If you are trusting in your obedience to the Torah to
save you, then you are under a curse, because the Torah states that anyone who doesn’t
do all of its works is cursed. Therefore, since you obviously have sinned at least once,
you’re done for, because by sinning only one time, you have failed to obey ALL of the
Torah’s commands. So what’s the solution? First of all, we must recognize that
salvation is not based on obedience to Torah but on faith in the Holy One. Secondly, we
need to realize that because Yeshua was hanged on a tree, we are freed from the curse,
which naturally would fall on us for breaking any one of the Torah’s commandments
(mitzvot). Paul’s message is in exact harmony with Moses’. You obey, you live. You
disobey, you die. But thanks to the grace of the Holy One, we are redeemed from the
curse of disobedience to the Torah, if our hearts are right before Him.
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Fun For the Whole Family!
Okay, time to show what you’ve learned. Word searches and crossword puzzles are
available for you to test your understanding. The word search for adults (and older
children) consists of 20-30 words taken from this week’s sidra (portion). Some of the
words may be common Hebrew words or English phrases. The crossword puzzle for
adults (and older children) may also contain common Hebrew words or English phrases.
There is also a word search for the little guys! And of course, the answer key is
provided for the crossword puzzle.
Adult and children’s crossword puzzles and word searches are available on Restoration of
Torah’s website: www.restorationoftorah.org. Click on the link entitled, The Weekly
Torah Portion Crossword Puzzles and Word Searches.

Shabbat Shalom!

1

Shabbat is Hebrew for Sabbath.

2

In its most limited form, the Torah comprises the first five books of Moses.

3

Holy Spirit.

4

The Parashat HaShavuah, or weekly Parashat, are the weekly readings from the Torah. Each week, beginning on
the Shabbat, we read specific selections from the Torah, such that we complete the entire Torah each year.
5

Tanakh is the entirety of what is commonly called the Old Testament. It is a Hebrew acronym taken from the three
major divisions of the Tanakh: the Torah, Prophets (Neviim) and Writings (Khetuvim).
6

Brit Chadasha is commonly known as the New Testament Scriptures.

7

This paragraph-like division is called a Parsha (Parshiot, plural).

8

Yes, The place (HaMaqom) where YHVH your Elohim (God) causes His Name to dwell.

9

It spoke of the establishment of the judicial system in HaMaqom (which we now know was speaking of
Jerusalem). Furthermore, it established the statutes (chukim) and judgments (mishpatim) for the national offices of
King, Priest, Judge and Prophet.
10

The statutes (chukim) and judgments (mishpatim) of Parashat Re’eh and Shoftim primarily pertained to Am
Yisrael at the national level. The statutes (chukim) and judgments (mishpatim) of Parashat Ki Teitzei pertain to Am
Yisrael at the individual level.
11

Yes, the Ten Commandments!
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12

Theme—Know Adonai, believe and trust in Him that He alone is the one and only true Elohim.

13

Theme—Idolatry forbidden.

14

Theme—Sanctification of Adonai's Name.

15

Theme— The number seven and a time for man to rest.

16

Theme—Respect for authority.

17

Theme—Sanctification of life.

18

Theme—Sanctification of sexual intimacy.

19

Theme—Sanctification of property.

20

Theme—Sanctification of truth.

21

Theme—Contentment.

22

To trust Him to bring the promises to pass.

23

The themes of Commandment #1 (know Adonai, believe in Him, remember what He has done for us).

24

Commandment #2—Idolatry is forbidden!

25

The place (HaMaqom) where Adonai will cause His NAME to dwell.

26

The theme of Commandment #3 (sanctification of Adonai's Name) is also the theme for Devarim 12-14!

27

The number seven.

28

The theme of Commandment #4—the number seven and the setting apart of time in honor of the Holy One—is
also the theme for Devarim 15-16.
29

They are all positions of leadership and authority.

30

The theme of Commandment #5—respect for (parental) authority—is also the theme for Devarim 16:18-18:22!

31

The theme of a dead body. In most of the examples, someone is killed either accidentally or intentionally.

32

The theme of Commandment #6 (sanctification of life) is also the theme for Devarim 19-21!

33

The general theme pertains to proper marital and sexual relationships.

34

The theme of Commandment #7—sanctification of sexual intimacy—is also the theme for Devarim 22:10-23:19!

35

According to Numbers 15:39, the purpose for wearing the tzitzit is so “that you may not follow the harlotry to
which your own heart and your own eyes are inclined.” This is thematically equivalent to the seventh
commandment’s prohibition of adultery.
36

Respecting the property rights of others.
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37

The theme of Commandment #8—sanctification of property—is also the theme for Devarim 23:20-26!

38

The theme of Commandment #9—sanctification of truth—is also the theme for Devarim 19:15-21!

39

Yes. The theme of covetousness permeates this passage.

40

This Parsha begins and ends with the exhortation for Am Yisrael to remember (don’t forget).

41

Deuteronomy 25:17-18—Remember what Amalek did to you on your journey when you left Egypt--for he
surprised you and cut down all the stragglers in your rear, while you were famished and weary.
42

I Samuel 30:1-3—And it came to pass, when David and his men were come to Ziklag on the third day, that the
Amalekites had invaded the south, and Ziklag, and smitten Ziklag, and burned it with fire; and had taken the women
captives, that were therein: they slew not any, either great or small, but carried them away, and went on their way.
So David and his men came to the city, and, behold, it was burned with fire; and their wives, and their sons, and
their daughters, were taken captives.
43

Since Amalek lived on the southern border of Canaan, Israel would have eventually engaged them. Thus, it seems
as though the Amalekites have traveled a good distance to make a pre-emptive strike to thwart Adonai's plan that
they become a great nation in the land of Canaan. This is therefore a direct attempt to thwart the eternal plan
Adonai has in store for Israel.
44

Because, according to Isaiah, Jerusalem is like a widow who has no children and a wife who had been forsaken by
her husband.
45

Devarim 24:1-4 presents the instructions concerning divorce. According to this passage, if a wife loses favor
(meaning a matter of immorality) with her husband, he may divorce her. The Haftarah uses this language to
describe the brokenness of Am Yisrael as a result of being forsaken by the Holy One.
46

The last 2,000 years, during which time Am Yisrael was exiled from Jerusalem.

47

Abundant mercy, eternal kindness, and kindness.

48

Devarim 22:6-7; 23:25-26; 24:10-15, 17-22.

49

Yeshua said in John 5:46 that Moses spoke about him. Psalm 40:6-8, speaking of the Messiah said that the book
is written about Him. Paul said that all of the feasts were prophetic shadows of Messiah Yeshua.
50

It involves someone being hanged on a tree.

51

Yes, Galatians 3:13.

52

Yes, Paul quotes from Leviticus 18:5 in Galatians 3:12.
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